
Differences Between Coverpath and EZ-app

MassMutual Convertible Term Series policies (SCT, TFC and ICC18TFC in certain states, including North Carolina) are non-participating, annually renewable term life insurance 
policies. MassMutual Whole Life Series policies (WL-2018 and ICC18WL in certain states, including North Carolina) are level-premium, participating, permanent whole life 
insurance policies.  These products are issued by Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company (MassMutual), Springfield, MA 01111-0001. These products may not be 
available in all states. State variations will apply.  
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Coverpath makes it easy for your clients to complete their life insurance application while benefiting from the expertise 
of a financial professional. Learn about the differences between Coverpath and EZ-app to best support your clients.

Need Assistance?                  support@coverpath.com                         866-957-5347                               Live chat

As of February 25, 2021

The Coverpath application
 ʺ The application is digital only; prefill as much as you like and send your client the application to finish and 

submit.  Click here for a step-by-step breakdown.

 ʺ The final offer is accepted and signed by the client. The policy is then issued and  digitally delivered to their 
Coverpath account. There are no delivery requirements.

 ʺ Coverpath does not accommodate a third beneficiary.

 Payment details
 ʺ Coverpath policies are 

funded monthly or annually 
by Electronic Funds Transfer 
(EFT) from checking or 
savings accounts only. 

 ʺ The client’s draft date is the 
final acceptance date of the 
policy;  if the client accepts on 
June 25 their EFT will be the 
25th of each month. You may 
change this by contacting 
Coverpath Support.

 ʺ All backdating must be done 
before sending the final offer.

 ʺ Commission close is the 1st 
and 3rd Tuesday of each 
month at 6:30 pm ET.                              

 ʺ When an offer is accepted, 
the policy is paid for and 
reported automatically.

Underwriting process
 ʺ There are four possible paths after submission:

1. No further underwriting required - express path
2. Temporary Coverage (TLIC) - Exam Required
3. No Temporary Coverage - Exam Required 
4. Coverage declined (after underwriter review)

 ʺ An algorithm is run to see if your client qualifies for temporary 
life insurance coverage (TLIC). The client then accepts/declines 
temporary coverage. The rate used has no bearing on the cost of TLIC.  
Instead, the client will be charged one month premium based on the 
rate they are trending towards from the algorithmic underwriting.

 ʺ The underwriter will email the client if more information is needed; 
there are not phone interviews/PHI. 

 ʺ After the client eSigns, Coverpath orders the paramedical 
exam.  If you would like to order it or one was already done, notify                                
Coverpath Support.

 ʺ Coverpath orders an APS from parameds.com if needed.

 ʺ Coverpath can only accomodate flat extras up to $5 per $1,000.                        

 ʺ Typically, for clients ages 18-25, records aren’t in LexisNexis so their 
identity can’t be verified. If this happens, Support will contact the client 
for a copy of their ID/driver’s license.
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